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22 November 2023 
 
 
 
Jo Dowling 
Lead Member for the Examining Authority  
National Infrastructure Planning 
Temple Quay House 
2 The Square 
Bristol 
BS1 6PN  
    
 
Your Ref: TR020001
 
 
Dear Jo Dowling 
 
London Luton Airport Expansion Project 
 
Late Additional Submissions to Deadline 5 of the Examination 
 
Following Deadline 5 of the Examination, Luton Rising (the Applicant) has identified 
corrections to be made to two previously submitted documents.  
 
The documents to which these corrections relate, and a description of the correction in each 
instance, are provided below. The Applicant requests that the Examining Authority accept the 
corrected documents into the Examination as late Deadline 5 submissions, so that they are 
available to all parties in advance of the hearings scheduled to take place between 27 
November and 1 December 2023.  
 
In addition to the two corrected documents, the Applicant also provides an updated version 
of the Guide to the Application (Application Document Tracker) [REP5-002] to reflect 
the updated version history. 
 
A summary of the documents provided with this submission is provided in Section 3 of this 
letter. 
 
1. Correction 1 – Drainage Design Statement [REP4-031 and REP4-032] 

 
The Applicant has made two corrections to Drainage Design Statement [REP4-031 and 
REP4-032], previously submitted at Deadline 4. These corrections are as follows:  

a. Paragraph 4.1.2 was a repeat of the text in paragraph 4.1.1 and has now been 
deleted in its entirety to avoid duplication. 

b. The appendices to the document were erroneously omitted from the version 
submitted at Deadline 4 and they have now been included. The content of the 
appendices remains the same as in the application version of the document [APP-
137], with the exception of Appendix H which is a new appendix in support of the 
revised strategy. 
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Both clean and tracked change versions of the corrected Drainage Design Statement are 
included with this submission. For avoidance of doubt, the tracked change version provides 
a comparison back to the application version of this document [APP-137], rather than back 
to the Deadline 4 version of this document [REP4-031] – that is, it shows all of the changes 
made since the application, not just the corrections described above.  

2. Correction 2 – Applicant’s Response to Issue Specific Hearing 1 Actions 8 and 11:
Note on Existing/Previous Planning Conditions and S106 Obligations [REP5-044]

The Applicant has made one correction to this document, which was first submitted at 
Deadline 5 [REP5-044]. This correction is as follows: 

a. The word “not” has been added to the ‘Applicant’s reason’ column in the first row of
Table 1.1. The text now reads (addition shown in underline):

“This contribution relates to the office part of the Green Horizons Park development
which is separate to the Proposed Development. This contribution is therefore not
payable.”

Given the very minor nature of the change the Applicant has not provided a tracked change 
version of the document.  

3. Documents enclosed with this submission

In summary, the following updated documents are provided as part of this submission: 
a. Drainage Design Statement – this replaces [REP4-031];
b. Drainage Design Statement (tracked change version) – this replaces [REP4-032];
c. Applicant’s Response to Issue Specific Hearing 1 Actions 8 and 11: Note on

Existing/Previous Planning Conditions and S106 Obligations – this replaces
[REP5-044]; and

d. Guide to the Application (Application Document Tracker) – this replaces [REP5-
002].

Apologies for the aforementioned errors and please do not hesitate to get in contact with me 
should you have any questions. 

Yours sincerely, 

Antony Aldridge 
Head of DCO Programme 




